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Session Title
New Therapies in Lymphoma - Is Deauville Still Good Enough?

Chairperson
Carsten Kobe (Cologne, Germany)

Programme
29 min  Paul Bröckelmann (Cologne, Germany / EHA): From Checkpoint Inhibitors to Cell Therapy - New Standards in Malignant Lymphoma

29 min  Jakoba Johanna Eertink (Amsterdam, Netherlands / EHA): Evolution of Response Criteria in Lymphoma

29 min  Laurent Dercle (Toulouse, France): Is Deauville Score Still the Solution?

3 min  Session Summary by Chairperson

Educational Objectives
1. Learn about new treatment opportunities in lymphoma
2. Learn on about developing response criteria in lymphoma
3. How to develop response criteria under new treatment options

Summary
The use of PET under new treatment strategies in lymphoma will be discussed.
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